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Abstract

Regularization of Conditional Generative
Adversarial Networks by Moment Matching

for Multimodal Generation

Soochan Lee
Department of Computer Science and Engineering

College of Engineering
Seoul National University

Recent advances in conditional image generation tasks, such as image-to-image trans-

lation and image inpainting, can largely be accounted to the success of conditional

GAN models, which are often optimized by the joint use of the GAN loss with the re-

construction loss. However, we show that this training recipe shared by almost all ex-

isting methods is problematic and has one critical side effect: lack of diversity in output

samples. In order to accomplish both training stability and multimodal output genera-

tion, we propose novel training schemes with a new set of losses that simply replace

the reconstruction loss, and thus are applicable to any conditional generation task. We

show this by performing thorough experiments on image-to-image translation, super-

resolution, and image inpainting tasks using Cityscapes, and CelebA dataset. Quan-

titative evaluation also confirms that our methods achieve a great diversity in outputs

while retaining or even improving the quality of images.

Keywords: deep learning, conditional GANs, conditional image generation, multi-

modal generation, reconstruction loss, maximum likelihood estimation, moment match-

ing

Student Number: 2017-25847
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recently, active research has led to a huge progress on conditional image genera-

tion, whose typical tasks include image-to-image translation (Isola et al., 2017), image

inpainting (Pathak et al., 2016), super-resolution (Ledig et al., 2017) and video predic-

tion (Mathieu et al., 2016). At the core of such advances is the success of conditional

GANs (Mirza and Osindero, 2014), which improve GANs by allowing the generator to

take an additional code or condition to control the modes of the data being generated.

However, training GANs, including conditional GANs, is highly unstable and easy to

collapse (Goodfellow et al., 2014). To mitigate such instability, almost all previous

models in conditional image generation exploit the reconstruction loss such as `1/`2

loss in addition to the GAN loss. Indeed, using these two types of losses is synergetic

in that the GAN loss complements the weakness of the reconstruction loss that out-

put samples are blurry and lack high-frequency structure, while the reconstruction loss

offers the training stability required for convergence.

In spite of its success, we argue that it causes one critical side effect; the recon-

struction loss aggravates the mode collapse, one of notorious problems of GANs. In

conditional generation tasks, which are intrinsically learning one-to-many mappings,

the model is expected to generate diverse outputs from a single conditional input, de-
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pending on some stochastic variables (e.g. many realistic street scene images for a sin-

gle segmentation map (Isola et al., 2017)). Nevertheless, such stochastic input rarely

generates any diversity in the output, and surprisingly many previous methods omit a

random noise source in their models. Most papers rarely mention the necessity of ran-

dom noise, and a few others report that the model completely ignores the noise even if

it is fed into the model. For example, Isola et al. (2017) state that the generator simply

learns to ignore the noise, and even dropout fails to incur meaningful output variation.

The objective of this paper is to propose a new set of losses named moment re-

construction losses that can replace the reconstruction loss without losing the visual

fidelity or diversity in output samples. The core idea is to use maximum likelihood

estimation (MLE) loss (e.g. `1/`2 loss) to predict conditional statistics of the real data

distribution instead of applying it directly to the generator as done in most existing

algorithms. Then, we assist GAN training by enforcing the statistics of the generated

distribution to match the predicted statistics.

In summary, our major contributions are three-fold. First, we show that there is a

significant mismatch between the GAN loss and the reconstruction loss, thereby the

model cannot achieve the optimality w.r.t. both losses. Second, we propose two novel

loss functions that enable the model to accomplish both training stability and multi-

modal output generation. Our methods simply replace the reconstruction loss, and thus

are applicable to any conditional generation tasks. Finally, we show the effectiveness

and generality of our methods through extensive experiments on three generation tasks,

including image-to-image translation, super-resolution and image inpainting, where

our methods outperform recent strong baselines in terms of realism and diversity.
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Chapter 2

Related Works

Conditional Generation Tasks Since the advent of GANs (Goodfellow et al., 2014)

and conditional GANs (Mirza and Osindero, 2014), there has been a large body of

work in conditional generation tasks. A non-exhaustive list includes image translation

(Isola et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017, 2018; Zhang et al., 2017b; Lyu et al., 2017;

Sangkloy et al., 2017; Xian et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017a; Liu et al., 2017), super-

resolution (Ledig et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2018; Mahapatra et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2017;

Bulat et al., 2018; Sajjadi et al., 2017), image inpainting (Pathak et al., 2016; Iizuka

et al., 2017; Ouyang et al., 2018; Olszewski et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2018; Sabini and

Rusak, 2018; Song et al., 2018; Li et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018; Yeh et al., 2017) and

video prediction (Mathieu et al., 2016; Jang et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2017; Villegas et al.,

2017; Zhou and Berg, 2016; Bhattacharjee and Das, 2017; Vondrick and Torralba,

2017).

However, existing models have one common limitation: lack of stochasticity for

diverse output. Despite the fact that the tasks are to be one-to-many mapping, they

ignore random noise input which is necessary to generate diverse samples from a single

conditional input. A number of works such as (Mathieu et al., 2016; Isola et al., 2017;

Xie et al., 2018) try injecting random noise into their models but discover that the
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models simply discard it and instead learn a deterministic mapping.

Multimodality Enhancing Models It is not fully understood yet why conditional

GAN models fail to learn the full multimodality of data distribution. Recently, there

has been a series of attempts to incorporate stochasticity in conditional generation as

follows.

(1) Conditional VAE-GAN. VAE-GAN (Larsen et al., 2016) is a hybrid model that

combines the decoder in VAE (Kingma and Welling, 2014) with the generator in GAN

(Goodfellow et al., 2014). Its conditional variants have been also proposed such as

CVAE-GAN (Bao et al., 2017), BicycleGAN (Zhu et al., 2017) and SAVP (Lee et al.,

2018a). These models harness the strengths of the two models, output fidelity by GANs

and diversity by VAEs, to produce a wide range of realistic images. Intuitively, the VAE

structure drives the generator to exploit latent variables to represent the multimodality

of the conditional distribution.

(2) Disentangled representation. Huang et al. (2018) and Lee et al. (2018b) pro-

pose to learn disentangled representation for multimodal unsupervised image-to-image

translation. These models split the embedding space into a domain-invariant space for

sharing information across domains and a domain-specific space for capturing styles

and attributes. These models encode an input to the domain-invariant embedding and

sample domain-specific embedding from some prior distribution. The two embeddings

are fed into the decoder of the target domain, for which the model can generate diverse

samples.

Conditional VAE-GANs and disentanglement-based methods both leverage the la-

tent variable to prevent the model from discarding the multimodality of output samples.

On the other hand, we present a simpler and orthogonal direction to achieve multi-

modal conditional generation by introducing novel loss functions that can replace the

reconstruction loss.
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Chapter 3

Loss Mismatch of Conditional GANs

We briefly review the objective of conditional GANs in section 3.1 and discuss why

the two loss terms cause the loss of modality in the sample distribution of the generator

in section 3.2.

3.1 Preliminary: The Objective of Conditional GANs

Conditional GANs aims at learning to generate samples that are indistinguishable from

real data for a given input. The objective of conditional GANs usually consists of two

terms, the GAN loss LGAN and the reconstruction loss LRec.

L = LGAN + λRecLRec (3.1)

Another popular loss term is the perceptual loss (Johnson et al., 2016; Bruna et al.,

2016; Ledig et al., 2017). While the reconstruction loss encodes the pixel-level dis-

tance, the perceptual loss is defined as the distance between the features encoded by

neural networks. Since they share the same form (e.g. `1/`2 loss), we consider the

perceptual loss as a branch of the reconstruction loss.

The loss LGAN is defined to minimize some distance measure (e.g. JS-divergence)

between the true and generated data distribution conditioned on input x. The training
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scheme is often formulated as the following minimax game between the discriminator

D and the generator G.

min
G

max
D

Ex,y[logD(x, y)] + Ex,z[log(1−D(x,G(x, z)))] (3.2)

where each data point is a pair (x, y), and G generates outputs given an input x and

a random noise z. Note that D also observes x, which is crucial for the performance

(Isola et al., 2017).

The most common reconstruction losses in conditional GAN literature are the `1

(Isola et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017) and `2 loss (Pathak et al., 2016; Mathieu et al.,

2016). Both losses can be formulated as follows with p = 1, 2, respectively.

LRec = Lp = Ex,y,z[‖y −G(x, z)‖pp]. (3.3)

These two losses naturally stem from the maximum likelihood estimations (MLEs) of

the parameters of Laplace and Gaussian distribution, respectively. The likelihood of

dataset (X,Y) assuming each distribution is defined as follows.

pL(Y|X;θ) =
N∏
i=1

1

2b
exp(−|yi − fθ(xi)|

b
) (3.4)

pG(Y|X;θ) =
N∏
i=1

1√
2πσ2

exp(−(yi − fθ(xi))2

2σ2
) (3.5)

where N is the size of the dataset, and f is the model parameterized by θ. The central

and dispersion measure for Gaussian are the mean µ and variance σ2, and the cor-

respondences for Laplace are the median m and mean absolute deviation (MAD) b.

Therefore, using `2 loss leads the model output fθ(x) to become an estimate of the

conditional average of y given x, while using `1 loss is equivalent to estimating the

conditional median of y given x (Bishop, 2006). Note that the model fθ is trained to

predict the mean µ (or median m) of the data distribution, not to generate samples

from the distribution.
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3.2 Loss of Modality by the Reconstruction Loss

We argue that the joint use of the reconstruction loss with the GAN loss can be prob-

lematic, because it may worsen the mode collapse. Below, we discuss this argument

both mathematically and empirically.

One problem of the `2 loss is that it forces the model to predict the mean of p(y|x),

while pushing the conditional variance to zero. According to James (2003), for any

symmetric loss function Ls and an estimator ŷ for y, the loss is decomposed into one

irreducible term Var(y) and two reducible terms, SE(ŷ, y) and VE(ŷ, y), where SE

refers to systematic effect, the change in error caused by the bias of the output, while

VE refers to variance effect, the change in error caused by the variance of the output.

Ey,ŷ[Ls(y, ŷ)] =Ey
[
Ls(y, Sy)

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Var(y)

+Ey
[
Ls(y, Sŷ)− Ls(y, Sy)

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
SE(ŷ,y)

+ Ey,ŷ
[
Ls(y, ŷ)− Ls(y, Sŷ)

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
VE(ŷ,y)

,
(3.6)

where S is an operator that is defined to be

Sy = argmin
µ

Ey[Ls(y, µ)].

Notice that the total loss is minimized when ŷ = Sŷ = Sy, reducing both SE and VE

to 0. For `2 loss, Sy and Sŷ are the expectations of y and ŷ. Furthermore, SE and VE

correspond to the squared bias and the variance, respectively.

SE(ŷ, y) = Ey
[
(y − Sŷ)2 − (y − Sy)2

]
= (Sŷ − Sy)2, (3.7)

VE(ŷ, y) = Ey,ŷ
[
(y − ŷ)2 − (y − Sŷ)2

]
= Eŷ

[
(ŷ − Sŷ)2

]
. (3.8)

The decomposition above demonstrates that the minimization of `2 loss is equivalent

to the minimization of the bias and the variance of prediction. In the context of condi-

tional generation tasks, this implies that `2 loss minimizes the conditional variance of

output.

Figure 3.1 shows some examples of the Pix2Pix model (Isola et al., 2017) that

is applied to translate segmentation labels to realistic photos in Cityscapes dataset
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(a) Input

(b) Ground truth (c) GAN (d) `1 (e) GAN + `1 (f) Ours

Figure 3.1: The loss mismatch in conditional GANs with examples of a Pix2Pix variant

trained on Cityscapes dataset. We compare the results according to different loss func-

tions (columns) with different noise input (rows). (c) Using the GAN loss alone is not

enough to learn the complex data distribution due to its training instability. (d) Using

the `1 loss only, the model generates images fairly close to the ground-truth, but they

are far from being realistic. (e) The combination of the two losses enables the model

to generate visually appealing samples. However, the model completely ignores noise

input and generates almost identical images. (f) In contrast, the model trained with our

loss term (i.e. proxy MR2) generates a diverse set of images fully utilizing noise input.
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(Cordts et al., 2016). We slightly modify the model so that it takes additional noise

input. We use `1 loss as the reconstruction loss as done in the original paper. We train

four models that use different combinations of loss terms, and generate four samples

with different noise input. As shown in Figure 3.1(c), the model trained with only the

GAN loss fails to generate realistic images, since the signal from the discriminator

is too unstable to learn the translation task. In Figure 3.1(d), the model with only `1

loss is more stable but produces results far from being realistic. The combination of

the two losses in Figure 3.1(e) helps not only to reliably train the model but also to

generate visually appealing images; yet, its results lack variation. This phenomenon

is also reported in (Mathieu et al., 2016; Isola et al., 2017), although the cause is

unknown. Pathak et al. (2016) and Iizuka et al. (2017) even state that better results

are obtained without noise in the models. Finally, Figure 3.1(f) shows that our new

objective enables the model to generate not only visually appealing but also diverse

output samples.
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Chapter 4

Approach

We propose novel alternatives for the reconstruction loss that are applicable to virtu-

ally any conditional generation tasks. Trained with our new loss terms, the model can

accomplish both the stability of training and multimodal generation as already seen

in Figure 3.1(f). Figure 4.1 illustrates architectural comparison between conventional

conditional GANs and our models with the new loss terms. In conventional condi-

tional GANs, MLE losses are applied to the generator’s objective to make sure that it

generates output samples well matched to their ground-truth. On the other hand, our

key idea is to apply MLE losses to make sure that the statistics, such as mean or vari-

ance, of the conditional distribution p(y|x) are similar between the generator’s sample

distribution and the actual data distribution.

In section 4.1, we extend the `1 and `2 loss to estimate all the parameters of

Laplace and Gaussian distribution, respectively. In section 4.2–4.3, we propose two

novel losses for conditional GANs. Finally, in section 4.4, we show that the recon-

struction loss conflicts with the GAN loss while our methods do not.
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𝐺 𝐷 ℒGAN

ℒRec

𝑥

𝑦

𝑦
𝑧

(a) Conditional GAN

𝐺 𝐷 ℒGAN

𝜎2𝜇

𝑥 𝑦1:𝐾

ℒMR

𝑦

𝑧1:𝐾

(b) MR-GAN

𝐺 𝐷

𝑃

ℒGAN

𝜎2𝜇

ො𝜇, ො𝜎2

ℒpMR

ℒMLE

𝑥

𝑦

𝑦1:𝐾
𝑧1:𝐾

(c) proxy MR-GAN

Figure 4.1: The architecture comparison of the proposed MR-GAN and proxy MR-

GAN with conventional conditional GANs. (a) In conditional GANs, G generates a

sample ỹ (e.g. a realistic image) from an input x (e.g. a segmentation map) and D

determines whether ỹ is real or fake. The reconstruction loss LRec enforces a sample ỹ

to be similar to a ground-truth image y. (b) In our first model MR-GAN, G generates

a set of samples ỹ1:K to calculate the sample moments, i.e. mean and variance. Then,

we compute the moment reconstruction loss, which is basically an MLE loss between

the sample moments and y. (c) The second model proxy MR-GAN is a more stable

variant of MR-GAN. The predictor P , a twin network of G, is trained with an MLE

loss to estimate the conditional mean and variances of y given x. Then, we match the

sample mean µ̃ to the predicted µ̂ and the sample variance σ̃2 to the predicted σ̂2.
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4.1 The MLE for Mean and Variance

The `2 loss encourages the model to perform the MLE of the conditional mean of

y given x while the variance σ2, the other parameter of Gaussian, is assumed to be

fixed. If we allow the model to estimate the conditional variance as well, the MLE loss

corresponds to

LMLE,Gaussian = Ex,y
[
(y − µ̂)2

2σ̂2
+

1

2
log σ̂2

]
where µ̂, σ̂2 = fθ(x) (4.1)

where the model fθ now estimates both µ̂ and σ̂2 for x. Estimating the conditional vari-

ance along with the mean can be interpreted as estimating the heteroscedastic aleatoric

uncertainty in Kendall and Gal (2017) where the variance is the measure of aleatoric

uncertainty.

For the Laplace distribution, we can derive the similar MLE loss as

LMLE,Laplace = Ex,y
[
|y − m̂|

b̂
+ log b̂

]
where m̂, b̂ = fθ(x) (4.2)

where m̂ is the predicted median and b̂ is the predicted MAD (Bloesch et al., 2018).

In practice, it is more numerically stable to predict the logarithm of variance or MAD

(Kendall and Gal, 2017).

In the following, we will describe our methods mainly with the `2 loss under Gaus-

sian assumption. It is straightforward to obtain the Laplace version of our methods for

the `1 loss by simply replacing the mean and variance with the median and MAD.

4.2 The Moment Reconstruction Loss

Our first loss function is named Moment Reconstruction (MR) loss, and we call a con-

ditional GAN with the loss as MR-GAN. As depicted in Figure 4.1(b), the overall

architecture of MR-GAN follows that of a conditional GAN, but there are two impor-

tant updates. First, the generator produces K different samples ỹ1:K for each input x

by varying the noise input z. Second, the MLE loss is applied to the sample moments

(i.e. mean and variance) in contrast to the reconstruction loss which is used directly on

12



the samples. Since the generator is supposed to approximate the real distribution, we

can regard that the moments of the generated distribution estimate the moments of the

real distribution. We approximate the moments of the generated distribution with the

sample moments µ̃ and σ̃2, which are defined as

µ̃ =
1

K

K∑
i=1

ỹi, σ̃
2 =

1

K − 1

K∑
i=1

(ỹi − µ̃)2, where ỹ1:K = G(x, z1:K). (4.3)

The MR loss is defined by plugging µ̃ and σ̃2 in Eq.(4.3) into µ̂ and σ̂2 in Eq.(4.1).

The final loss of MR-GAN is the weighted sum of the GAN loss and the MR loss:

L = LGAN + λMRLMR. (4.4)

As a simpler variant, we can use only µ̂ and ignore σ̂2. We denote this simpler one

as MR1 (i.e. using mean only) and the original one as MR2 (i.e. using both mean and

variance) according to the number of moments used.

LMR1 = Ex,y
[
|y − µ̃|2

]
,LMR2 = Ex,y

[
(y − µ̃)2

2σ̃2
+

1

2
log σ̃2

]
. (4.5)

In addition, we can easily derive the Laplace versions of the MR loss that use median

and MAD.

4.3 The Proxy Moment Reconstruction Loss

One possible drawback of the MR loss is that the training can be unstable at the early

phase, since the irreducible noise in y directly contributes to the total loss. For more

stable training, we propose a variant called Proxy Moment Reconstruction (proxy MR)

loss and a conditional GAN with the loss named proxy MR-GAN whose overall train-

ing scheme is depicted in Figure 4.1(c). The key difference is the presence of pre-

dictor P , which is a clone of the generator with some minor differences: (i) no noise

source as input and (ii) prediction of both mean and variance as output. The predictor

is trained prior to the generator by the MLE loss in Eq.(4.1) with ground-truth y to

predict conditional mean and variance, i.e. µ̂ and σ̂2. When training the generator, we

13



utilize the predicted statistics of real distribution to guide the outputs of the generator.

Specifically, we match the predicted mean/variance and the mean/variance of the gen-

erator’s distribution, which is computed by the sample mean µ̃ and variance σ̃2 from

ỹ1:K . Then, we define the proxy MR loss LpMR as the sum of squared errors between

predicted statistics and sample statistics:

LpMR = (µ̃− µ̂)2 + (σ̃2 − σ̂2)2 where µ̂, σ̂2 = P (x). (4.6)

One possible variant is to match only the first moment µ. As with the MR loss,

we denote the original method proxy MR2 and the variant proxy MR1 where the num-

ber indicates the number of matched moments. Deriving the Laplace version of the

proxy MR loss is also straightforward. The detailed algorithms of all eight variants are

presented in appendix A.

Compared to proxy MR-GAN, MR-GAN allows the generator to access real data

y directly; thus there is no bias caused by the predictor. On the other hand, the use of

predictor in proxy MR-GAN provides less variance in target values and leads more

stable training especially when the batch or sample size is small. Another important

aspect worth comparison is overfitting, which should be carefully considered when

using MLE with finite training data. In proxy MR-GAN, we can choose the predictor

with the smallest validation loss to avoid overfitting, and freeze it while training the

generator. Therefore, the generator trained with the proxy MR loss suffers less from

overfitting, compared to that trained with the MR loss that directly observes training

data. To sum up, the two methods have their own pros and cons. We will empirically

compare the behaviors of these two approaches in section 5.2.

4.4 Analyses

We here show the mismatch between the GAN loss and the `2 loss in terms of the set

of optimal generators. We then discuss why our approach does not suffer from the loss

of diversity in the output samples. Refer to appendix E for the mismatch of `1 loss.
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The sets of optimal generators for the GAN loss and the `2 loss, denoted by G and

R respectively, can be formulated as follows:

G = {G|pdata(y|x) = pG(y|x),∀x, y}, (4.7)

R = {G| argmin
G

Ex,y,z[L2(G(x, z), y)]}. (4.8)

Recall that `2 loss is minimized when both bias and variance are zero, which implies

that R is a subset of V where G has no conditional variance:

R ⊂ V = {G|Varz(G(x, z)|x) = 0}. (4.9)

In conditional generation tasks, however, the conditional variance Var(y|x) is as-

sumed to be non-zero (i.e. diverse output y for a given input x). Thereby we conclude

G ∩ V = ∅, which reduces to G ∩ R = ∅. It means that any generator G cannot be

optimal for both GAN and `2 loss simultaneously. Therefore, it is hard to anticipate

what solution is attained by training and how the model behaves when the two losses

are combined. One thing for sure is that the reconstruction loss alone is designed to

provide a sufficient condition for mode collapse as discussed in section 3.2.

Now we discuss why our approach does not suffer from loss of diversity in the

output samples unlike the reconstruction loss in terms of the set of optimal generators.

The sets of optimal mappings for our loss terms are formulated as follows:

M1 = {G|Ex[(Ey[y|x]− Ez[G(x, z)|x])2] = 0} (4.10)

M2 = {G|Ex[(Ey[y|x]− Ez[G(x, z)|x])2

+ (Vary(y|x)−Varz(G(x, z)|x))2] = 0} (4.11)

where M1 corresponds to MR1 and proxy MR1 while M2 corresponds to MR2 and

proxy MR2 . It is straightforward to show that G ⊂ M2 ⊂ M1; if pdata(y|x) =

pG(y|x) is satisfied at optimum, the conditional expectations and variations of both

sides should be the same too:

pdata(y|x) = pG(y|x)

=⇒
[
Ey[y|x] = Ez[G(x, z)|x]

]
∧
[
Vary(y|x) = Varz(G(x, z)|x)

]
. (4.12)
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To summarize, there is no generator that is both optimal for the GAN loss and the

`2 loss since G ∩ R = ∅. Moreover, as the `2 loss pushes the conditional variance to

zero, the final solution is likely to lose multimodality. On the other hand, the optimal

generator w.r.t. the GAN loss is also optimal w.r.t. our loss terms since G ⊂M2 ⊂M1.

This proof may not fully demonstrate why our approach does not give up multi-

modality, which could be an interesting future work in line with the mode collapsing

issue of GANs. Nonetheless, we can at least assert that our loss functions do not suf-

fer from the same side effect as the reconstruction loss does. Another remark is that

this proof is confined to conditional GAN models that have no use of explicitly en-

coded latent variables. It may not be applicable to the models that explicitly encode

latent variables such as Bao et al. (2017), Zhu et al. (2017), Lee et al. (2018a), Huang

et al. (2018), and Lee et al. (2018b), since the latent variables can model meaningful

information about the target diversity.
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Chapter 5

Experiments

In order to show the generality of our methods, we apply them to three conditional

generation tasks: image-to-image translation, super-resolution and image inpainting,

for each of which we select Pix2Pix, SRGAN (Ledig et al., 2017) and GLCIC (Iizuka

et al., 2017) as base models, respectively. We use Maps (Isola et al., 2017) and Cityscapes

dataset (Cordts et al., 2016) for image translation and CelebA dataset (Liu et al., 2015)

for the other tasks. We minimally modify the base models to include random noise

input and train them with MR and proxy MR objectives. We do not use any other loss

terms such as perceptual loss, and train the models from scratch. We present the details

of training and implementation and more thorough results in the appendix.

5.1 Qualitative Evaluation

In every task, our methods successfully generate diverse images as presented in Figure

5.1. From qualitative aspects, one of the most noticeable differences between MR loss

and proxy MR loss lies in the training stability. We find that proxy MR loss works

as stably as the reconstruction loss in all three tasks. On the other hand, we cannot

find any working configuration of MR loss in the image inpainting task. Also, the MR
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Pix2Pix

Maps → Photos

256 × 256

SRGAN

CelebA

16 × 16 → 64 × 64

GLCIC

CelebA

128 × 128

Input GT Our samplesBase+noise

Figure 5.1: Comparison between the results of our proxy MR2-GAN and the state-of-

the-art methods on image-to-image translation, super-resolution and image inpainting

tasks. In every task, our model generates diverse images of high quality, while existing

methods with the reconstruction loss do not.

loss is more sensitive to the number of samplesK generated for each input. In SRGAN

experiments, for example, both methods converge reliably withK = 24, while the MR

loss often diverges at K = 12. Although the MR loss is simpler and can be trained

in an end-to-end manner, its applicability is rather limited compared to the proxy MR

loss. We provide generated samples for each configuration in the appendix.

5.2 Quantitative Evaluation

Following Zhu et al. (2017), we quantitatively measure diversity and realism of gener-

ated images. We evaluate our methods on Pix2Pix–Cityscapes, SRGAN–CelebA and

GLCIC–CelebA tasks. For each (method, task) pair, we generate 20 images from each

of 300 different inputs using the trained model. As a result, the test sample set size is

6,000 in total. For diversity, we measure the average LPIPS score (Zhang et al., 2018).

Among 20 generated images per input, we randomly choose 10 pairs of images and

compute conditional LPIPS values. We then average the scores over the test set. For

realism, we conduct a human evaluation experiment from 33 participants. We present

a real or fake image one at a time and ask participants to tag whether it is real or
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fake. The images are presented for 1 second for SRGAN/GLCIC and 0.5 second for

Pix2Pix, as done in Zhu et al. (2017). We calculate the accuracy of identifying fake

images with averaged F-measure F and use 2(1 − F ) as the realism score. The score

is assigned to 1.0 when all samples are completely indistinguishable from real images

and 0 when the evaluators make no misclassification.

There are eight configurations of our methods in total, depending on the MLE

(Gaussian and Laplace), the number of statistics (one and two) and the loss type (MR

and proxy MR). We test all variants for the Pix2Pix task and only Gaussian proxy

MR2 loss for the others. We compare with base models in every task and additionally

BicycleGAN (Zhu et al., 2017) for the Pix2Pix task. We use the official implementation

by the authors with minimal modification. BicycleGAN has not been applied to image

inpainting and super-resolution tasks, for which we do not report its result.

Table 5.1 summarizes the results. In terms of both realism and diversity, our meth-

ods achieve competitive performance compared to the base models, sometimes even

better. For instance, in Pix2Pix–Cityscapes, three of our methods, Gaussian MR1,

Gaussian proxy MR1, and Gaussian proxy MR2, significantly outperform Bicycle-

GAN and Pix2Pix+noise in both measures. Without exception, the diversity scores of

our methods are far greater than those of the baselines while maintaining competi-

tive realism scores. These results confirm that our methods generate a broad spectrum

of high-quality images from a single input. Interestingly, MR1 and proxy MR1 loss

generate comparable or even better outputs compared to MR2 and proxy MR2 loss.

That is, matching means could be enough to guide GAN training in many tasks. It im-

plies that adding more statistics (i.e. adding more guidance signal to the model) may

be helpful in some cases, but generally may not improve the performance. Moreover,

additional errors may arise from predicting more statistics, which could degrade the

GAN training.
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Table 5.1: Quantitative evaluation on three (method, dataset) pairs. Realism is mea-

sured by 2(1 − F ) where F is the averaged F-measure of identifying fake by human

evaluators. Diversity is scored by the average of conditional LPIPS values. In both

metrics, the higher the better. In all three tasks, our methods generate highly diverse

images with competitive or even better realism.

(a) Pix2Pix–Cityscapes

Method Realism Diversity

Random real data 1.00 0.559

Pix2Pix+noise 0.22±0.04 0.004

BicycleGAN 0.16±0.03 0.191

Gaussian

MR1 0.54±0.05 0.299

MR2 0.14±0.02 0.453

proxy MR1 0.49±0.05 0.519

proxy MR2 0.44±0.05 0.388

Laplace

MR1 0.19±0.03 0.393

MR2 0.20±0.04 0.384

proxy MR1 0.19±0.03 0.368

proxy MR2 0.17±0.02 0.380

(b) SRGAN–CelebA

Method Realism Diversity

Random real data 1.00 0.290

SRGAN+noise 0.60±0.06 0.005

Gaussian proxy MR2 0.52±0.05 0.050

(c) GLCIC–CelebA

Method Realism Diversity

Random real data 1.00 0.426

GLCIC+noise 0.28±0.04 0.004

Gaussian proxy MR2 0.33±0.04 0.060
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this work, we pointed out that there is a mismatch between the GAN loss and the

conventional reconstruction losses. As alternatives, we proposed a set of novel loss

functions named MR loss and proxy MR loss that enable conditional GAN models

to accomplish both stability of training and multimodal generation. Empirically, we

showed that our loss functions were successfully integrated with multiple state-of-

the-art models for image translation, super-resolution and image inpainting tasks, for

which our methods generated realistic image samples of high visual fidelity and vari-

ability on Cityscapes and CelebA dataset.

There are numerous possible directions beyond this work. First, there are other

conditional generation tasks that we did not cover, such as text-to-image synthesis,

text-to-speech synthesis and video prediction, for which our methods can be directly

applied to generate diverse, high-quality samples. Second, in terms of statistics match-

ing, our methods can be extended to explore other higher order statistics or covariance.

Third, using the statistics of high-level features may capture additional correlations that

cannot be represented with pixel-level statistics.
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Appendix A

Algorithms

We elaborate on the algorithms of all eight variants of our methods in detail from Al-

gorithm 5 to Algorithm 4. The presented algorithms assume a single input per update,

although we use mini-batch training in practice. Also, we use non-saturating GAN

loss, − logD(x, ỹ) (Goodfellow, 2016).

For Laplace MLEs, the statistics that we compute are median and MAD. Unlike

mean, however, the gradient of median is defined only in terms of the single median

sample. Therefore, a naive implementation would only calculate the gradient for the

median sample, which is not effective for training. Therefore, we use a special trick to

distribute the gradients to every sample. In proxy MR loss, we first calculate the differ-

ence between the predicted median and the sample median, and then add it to samples

ỹ1:K to set the target values t1:K . We consider t1:K as constants so that the gradient

is not calculated for the target values (this is equivalent to Tensor.detach() in

PyTorch and tf.stop gradient() in TensorFlow). Finally, we calculate the loss

between the target values and samples, not the medians. We use the similar trick for

the MR loss.
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Algorithm 1 Generator update in Gaussian MR1-GAN

Require: Generator G, discriminator D, MR loss coefficient λMR

Require: input x, ground truth y, the number of samples K

1: for i = 1 to K do

2: zi ← GenerateNoise()

3: ỹi ← G(x, zi) {Generate K samples}

4: end for

5: µ̃← 1
K

∑K
i=1 ỹi {Sample mean}

6: LMR ← (y − µ̃)2

7: LGAN ← 1
K

∑K
i=1− logD(x, yi)

8: θG ← Optimize(θG,∇θGLGAN + λMRLMR)

Algorithm 2 Generator update in Gaussian MR2-GAN

Require: Generator G, discriminator D, MR loss coefficient λMR

Require: input x, ground truth y, the number of samples K

1: for i = 1 to K do

2: zi ← GenerateNoise()

3: ỹi ← G(x, zi) {Generate K samples}

4: end for

5: µ̃← 1
K

∑K
i=1 ỹi {Sample mean}

6: σ̃2 ← 1
K−1

∑K
i=1(ỹi − µ̃)2 {Sample variance}

7: LMR ← (y−µ̃)2
2σ̃2 + 1

2 log σ̃
2

8: LGAN ← 1
K

∑K
i=1− logD(x, yi)

9: θG ← Optimize(θG,∇θGLGAN + λMRLMR)
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Algorithm 3 Generator update in Laplace MR1-GAN

Require: Generator G, discriminator D, MR loss coefficient λMR

Require: input x, ground truth y, the number of samples K

1: for i = 1 to K do

2: zi ← GenerateNoise()

3: ỹi ← G(x, zi) {Generate K samples}

4: end for

5: m̃← med(ỹ1:K) {Sample median}

6: t1:K = detach(ỹ1:K + (y − m̃))

7: LMR ← 1
K

∑K
i=1 |ti − ỹi|

8: LGAN ← 1
K

∑K
i=1− logD(x, yi)

9: θG ← Optimize(θG,∇θGLGAN + λMRLMR)

Algorithm 4 Generator update in Laplace MR2-GAN

Require: Generator G, discriminator D, MR loss coefficient λMR

Require: input x, ground truth y, the number of samples K

1: for i = 1 to K do

2: zi ← GenerateNoise()

3: ỹi ← G(x, zi) {Generate K samples}

4: end for

5: m̃← med(ỹ1:K) {Sample median}

6: b̃← 1
K

∑K
i=1 |ỹi − m̃| {Sample MAD}

7: t1:K = detach(ỹ1:K + (y − m̃))

8: LMR ← 1
K

∑K
i=1

|ti−ỹi|
b̃

+ log b̃

9: LGAN ← 1
K

∑K
i=1− logD(x, yi)

10: θG ← Optimize(θG,∇θGLGAN + λMRLMR)
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Algorithm 5 Generator update in Gaussian proxy MR1-GAN

Require: Generator G, discriminator D, pre-trained predictor P , proxy MR loss co-

efficient λpMR

Require: input x, ground truth y, the number of samples K

1: for i = 1 to K do

2: zi ← GenerateNoise()

3: ỹi ← G(x, zi) {Generate K samples}

4: end for

5: µ̂← P (x) {Predicted mean}

6: µ̃← 1
K

∑K
i=1 ỹi {Sample mean}

7: LpMR ← (µ̂− µ̃)2

8: LGAN ← 1
K

∑K
i=1− logD(x, yi)

9: θG ← Optimize(θG,∇θGLGAN + λpMRLpMR)

Algorithm 6 Generator update in Gaussian proxy MR2-GAN

Require: Generator G, discriminator D, pre-trained predictor P , proxy MR loss co-

efficient λpMR

Require: input x, ground truth y, the number of samples K

1: for i = 1 to K do

2: zi ← GenerateNoise()

3: ỹi ← G(x, zi) {Generate K samples}

4: end for

5: µ̂, σ̂2 ← P (x) {Predicted mean and variance}

6: µ̃← 1
K

∑K
i=1 ỹi {Sample mean}

7: σ̃2 ← 1
K−1

∑K
i=1(ỹi − µ̃)2 {Sample variance}

8: LpMR ← (µ̂− µ̃)2 + (σ̂2 − σ̃2)2

9: LGAN ← 1
K

∑K
i=1− logD(x, yi)

10: θG ← Optimize(θG,∇θGLGAN + λpMRLpMR)
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Algorithm 7 Generator update in Laplace proxy MR1-GAN

Require: Generator G, discriminator D, pre-trained predictor P , proxy MR loss co-

efficient λpMR

Require: input x, ground truth y, the number of samples K

1: for i = 1 to K do

2: zi ← GenerateNoise()

3: ỹi ← G(x, zi) {Generate K samples}

4: end for

5: m̂← P (x) {Predicted median}

6: m̃← med(ỹ1:K) {Sample median}

7: t1:K = detach(ỹ1:K + (m̂− m̃))

8: LpMR ← 1
K

∑K
i=1(ti − ỹi)2

9: LGAN ← 1
K

∑K
i=1− logD(x, yi)

10: θG ← Optimize(θG,∇θGLGAN + λpMRLpMR)

Algorithm 8 Generator update in Laplace proxy MR2-GAN

Require: Generator G, discriminator D, pre-trained predictor P , proxy MR loss co-

efficient λpMR

Require: input x, ground truth y, the number of samples K

1: for i = 1 to K do

2: zi ← GenerateNoise()

3: ỹi ← G(x, zi) {Generate K samples}

4: end for

5: m̂, b̂← P (x) {Predicted median and MAD}

6: m̃← med(ỹ1:K) {Sample median}

7: b̃← 1
K

∑K
i=1 |ỹi − m̃| {Sample MAD}

8: t1:K = detach(ỹ1:K + (m̂− m̃))

9: LpMR ← 1
K

∑K
i=1(ti − ỹi)2 + (b̂− b̃)2

10: LGAN ← 1
K

∑K
i=1− logD(x, yi)

11: θG ← Optimize(θG,∇θGLGAN + λpMRLpMR)
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Appendix B

Training Details

B.1 Common Configurations

We use PyTorch for the implementation of our methods. In every experiment, we use

AMSGrad optimizer (Reddi et al., 2018) with LR = 10−4, β1 = 0.5, β2 = 0.999. We

use the weight decay of a rate 10−4 and the gradient clipping by a value 0.5. In case

of proxy MR-GAN, we train the predictor until it is overfitted, and use the checkpoint

with the lowest validation loss. The weight of GAN loss is fixed to 1 in all cases.

Convergence speed Our methods need more training steps (about 1.5×) to gener-

ate high-quality images compared to those with the reconstruction loss. This is an

expectable behavior because our methods train the model to generate a much wider

range of outputs.

Training stability The proxy MR loss is similar to the reconstruction loss in terms

of training stability. Our methods work stably with a large range of hyperparameter λ.

For example, the coefficient of the proxy MR loss can be set across several orders of

magnitude (from tens to thousands) with similar results. However, as noted, the MR

loss is unstable compared to the proxy MR loss.
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B.2 Pix2Pix

Our Pix2Pix variant is based on the U-net generator from

https://github.com/junyanz/pytorch-CycleGAN-and-pix2pix.

• Noise input: We concatenate Gaussian noise tensors of size H ×W × 32 at the

1× 1, 2× 2, 4× 4 feature map of the decoder. Each element in the noise tensors

are independently sampled from N (0, 1).

• Input normalization: We normalize the inputs so that each channel has a zero-

mean and a unit variance.

• Batch sizes: We use 16 for the discriminator and the predictor and 8 for the

generator. When training the generator, we generate 10 samples for each input,

therefore its total batch size is 80.

• Loss weights: We set λMR = λpMR = 10. For the baseline, we use `1 loss as

the reconstruction loss and set λ`1 = 100.

• Update ratio: We update generator once per every discriminator update.

B.3 SRGAN

Our SRGAN variant is based on the PyTorch implementation of SRGAN from

https://github.com/zijundeng/SRGAN.

• Noise input: We concatenate Gaussian noise tensor of size H × W × 16 at

each input of the residual blocks of the generator, except for the first and last

convolution layers. Each element in the noise tensors are independently sampled

from N (0, 1).

• Input normalization: We make 16 × 16 × 3 input images’ pixel values lie be-

tween -1 and 1. We do not further normalize them with their mean and standard

deviation.
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• Batch sizes: We use 32 for the discriminator and the predictor and 8 for the

generator. When training the generator, we generate 24 samples for each input,

and thus its total batch size is 192.

• Loss weights: We set λMR = 20 and λpMR = 2400. For the baseline, we use `2

loss as the reconstruction loss and set λ`2 = 1000.

• Update ratio: We update generator five times per every discriminator update.

B.4 GLCIC

We built our own PyTorch implementation of the GLCIC model.

• Noise input: We concatenate Gaussian noise tensor of size H ×W × 32 at each

input of the first and second dilated convolution layers. We also inject the noise

to the convolution layer before the first dilated convolution layer. Each element

in the noise tensors are independently sampled from N (0, 1).

• Input resizing and masking: We use square-cropped CelebA images and resize

them to 128 × 128. For masking, we randomly generate a hole of size between

48 and 64 and fill it with the average pixel value of the entire training dataset.

• Input normalization: We make 128 × 128 × 3 input images’ pixel values lie

between 0 and 1. We do not further normalize them with their mean and standard

deviation.

• Batch sizes: We use 16 for the discriminator and the predictor and 8 for the

generator. When training the generator, we generate 12 samples for each input,

therefore its total batch size is 96.

• Loss weights: For GLCIC, we tested Gaussian proxy MR2 loss and MR lossess.

We successfully trained GLCIC with Gaussian proxy MR2 loss using λpMR =

1000. However, we could not find any working setting for the MR loss. For the

baseline model, we use `2 loss for the reconstruction loss and set λ`2 = 100.
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• Update ratio: We update generator three times per every discriminator update.
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Appendix C

Preventive Effects on the Mode
Collapse

Our MR and proxy MR losses have preventive effect on the mode collapse. Figure C.1

shows toy experiments of unconditional generation on synthetic 2D data which is hard

to learn with GANs due to the mode collapse. We train a simple 3-layer MLP with dif-

ferent objectives. When trained only with GAN loss, the model captures only one mode

as shown in figure C.1b. Adding `2 loss cannot fix this issue either as in figure C.1c.

In contrast, all four of our methods (figure C.1g-C.1f) prevent the mode collapse and

successfully capture all eight modes. Notice that even the simpler variants MR1 and

proxy MR1 losses effectively keep the model from the mode collapse. Intuitively, if

the generated samples are biased toward a single mode, their statistics, e.g. mean or

variance, deviate from real statistics. Our methods penalize such deviations, thereby

reducing the mode collapse significantly. Although we restrict the scope of this paper

to conditional generation tasks, these toy experiments show that our methods have a

potential to mitigate the mode collapse and stabilize training even for unconditional

generation tasks.
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(a) Data (b) GAN (c) GAN+`2 (d) MLE

(e) GAN + MR1 (f) GAN + MR2 (g) GAN + proxy MR1 (h) GAN + proxy MR2

Figure C.1: Experiments on a synthetic 2D dataset. (a) The data distribution. (b)(c)

Using the GAN loss alone or with `2 loss results in the mode collapse. (d) Training

a predictor with the MLE loss in Eq.(4.1) produces a Gaussian distribution with the

mean and variance close to real distribution. The dots are samples from the Gaussian

distribution parameterized by the outputs of the predictor. (e)-(h) Generators trained

with our methods successfully capture all eight modes.
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Appendix D

Generated Samples

D.1 Image-to-Image Translation (Pix2Pix)

Figure D.1 and D.2 compare the results of our methods and the baseline.

D.2 Super-Resolution (SRGAN)

The first rows of Figure D.3 and D.4 are composed of input, ground-truth, predicted

mean, sample mean, predicted variance, and sample variance. The other rows are gen-

erated samples.

D.3 Image Inpainting (GLCIC)

Figure D.5 and D.6 show the results of GLCIC–CelebA task. The images are shown

in the same manner as the previous section.
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Figure D.1: Comparison of our methods in Pix2Pix–Maps.
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Figure D.2: Comparison of our methods in Pix2Pix–Cityscapes.
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Figure D.3: SRGAN–CelebA Gaussian proxy MR2 loss (success cases).

Figure D.4: SRGAN–CelebA Gaussian proxy MR2 loss (failure cases).
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Figure D.5: GLCIC–CelebA Gaussian proxy MR2 loss (success cases).

Figure D.6: GLCIC–CelebA Gaussian proxy MR2 loss (failure cases).
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Appendix E

Mismatch between `1 Loss and GAN
Loss

In section 4.4, we showed that if there exists some x such that Var(y|x) > 0, there

is no generator optimal for both `2 loss and GAN loss. On the other hand, `1 loss has

some exceptional cases where the generator can minimize GAN loss and `1 loss at the

same time. We identify what the cases are and explain why such cases are rare.

To begin with, `1 loss is decomposed as follows:

L1 = Ex,y,z
[
|y −G(x, z)|

]
= Ex,z

[
Ey
[
|y −G(x, z)|

]]
= Ex,z

[ ∫
p(y|x)|y −G(x, z)|dy

]
= Ex,z

[ ∫ G(x,z)

−∞
p(y|x)(G(x, z)− y)dy +

∫ ∞
G(x,z)

p(y|x)(y −G(x, z))dy
]

To minimize `1 loss, we need the gradient w.r.t. G(x, z) to be zero for all x and z that

p(x) > 0 and p(z) > 0. Note that this is a sufficient condition for minimum since the
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`1 loss is convex.

∂L1
∂G(x, z)

=

∫ G(x,z)

−∞
p(y|x)dy −

∫ ∞
G(x,z)

p(y|x)dy

= 2

∫ G(x,z)

−∞
p(y|x)dy − 1

= 0 (E.1)

∫ G(x,z)

−∞
p(y|x)dy =

1

2
(E.2)

Therefore, G(x, z) should be the conditional median to minimize the loss. Unlike `2

loss, there can be an interval of G(x, z) that satisfies Eq.(E.2). Specifically, any value

between interval [a, b] is a conditional median if
∫ a
−∞ p(y|x)dy =

∫ b
−∞ p(y|x)dy = 1

2 .

If every real data belongs to the interval of conditional median, then the generator can

be optimal for both GAN loss and `1 loss.

For instance, assume that there are only two discrete values of y possible for any

given x, say −1 and 1, with probability 0.5 for each. Then the interval of median

becomes [−1, 1], thus any G(x, z) in the interval [−1, 1] minimizes the `1 loss to 1. If

the generated distribution is identical to the real distribution, i.e. generating −1 and 1

with the probability of 0.5, the generator is optimal w.r.t. both GAN loss and `1 loss.

However, we note that such cases hardly occur. In order for such cases to happen,

for any x, every y with p(y|x) > 0 should be the conditional median, which is unlikely

to happen in natural data such as images. Therefore, the set of optimal generators for

`1 loss is highly likely to be disjoint with the optimal set for GAN loss.
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Appendix F

Experiments on More Combinations of
Loss Functions

We present some more experiments on different combinations of loss functions. The

following results are obtained in the same manner as section D.2 and section D.3.

Figure F.1 shows the results when we train the Pix2Pix model only with our loss

term (without the GAN loss). The samples of MR1 and proxy MR1 losses are almost

similar to those with the reconstruction loss only. Since there is no reason to generate

diverse images, the variances of the samples are near zero while the samples are hardly

distinguishable from the output of the predictor. On the other hand, MR2 and proxy

MR2 losses do generate diverse samples, although the variation styles are different

from one another. Intriguingly, MR2 loss incurs high-frequency variation patterns as

the sample variance of MR2 loss is much closer than proxy MR2 loss to the predicted

variance. In the case of proxy MR2 loss, where the attraction for diversity is relatively

mild, the samples show low-frequency variation.

Another experiment that we carry out is about the joint use of all loss terms: GAN

loss, our losses and reconstruction loss. Specifically, we use the following objective
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(a) proxy MR1 only (b) proxy MR2 only

(c) MR1 only (d) MR2 only

Figure F.1: Ablation test using our loss terms only. The first row of each image is

arranged in the order of input, ground truth, predicted mean, sample mean, predicted

variance, and sample variance. The other two rows are generated samples. Without

GAN loss, the results of proxy MR1 loss and MR1 loss are almost identical to the result

of `2 loss (predicted mean), while proxy MR2 loss and MR2 loss show variations with

different styles.
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(a) λRec = 0 (b) λRec = 1

(c) λRec = 10 (d) λRec = 100

Figure F.2: Joint use of GAN, proxy MR2, and reconstruction losses. Each image is

presented in the same manner as figure F.1. We fix the coefficients of GAN and proxy

MR2 losses and test multiple values for the coefficient of reconstruction loss.

with varying λRec from 0 to 100 to train the Pix2Pix model on Cityscapes dataset.

L = LGAN + 10LpMR + λRecLRec

Figure F.2 shows the results of the experiments. As λRec increases, the sample

variance reduces. This confirms again that the reconstruction is the major cause of loss

of variability. However, we find one interesting phenomenon regarding the quality of

the samples. The sample quality deteriorates up to a certain value of λRec, but gets

back to normal as λRec further increases. It implies that either proxy MR loss or the

reconstruction loss can find some high-quality local optima, but the joint use of them

is not desirable.
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요약

최근 조건부 GAN(conditional generative adversarial networks)의 등장으로 이미지

변환(image-to-image translation), 이미지 채우기(image inpainting)와 같은 조건부

이미지 생성 기술이 발달하게 되었다. 조건부 GAN은 거의 모든 경우 GAN 손실

함수와재건손실함수를함께사용하여트레이닝되는데,우리는이일반적인트레

이닝방법론이생성물의다양성을크게훼손한다는것을밝힌다.우리는트레이닝의

안정성과 생성 다양성을 모두 달성하기 위해 새로운 손실 함수와 트레이닝 방식을

제안한다.우리의손실함수는재건손실함수만을간단히대체하기때문에사실상

모든 조건부 생성 문제에 적용할 수 있다. 우리는 Cityscapes와 CelebA 데이터셋을

대상으로이미지변환,이미지채우기,초해상(super-resolution)실험을진행하여우

리의방법론이일반적으로적용될수있음을보이고,정량적평가를통해서도우리

의 방법론이 이미지의 품질을 해치지 않으면서 높은 생성 다양성을 달성하는 것을

확인한다.

관련코드와추가적인정보는다음프로젝트페이지에서확인할수있다.

http://vision.snu.ac.kr/projects/mr-gan

주요어:딥러닝,조건부 GAN,조건부이미지생성,생성다양화,재건손실함수,최

대우도법,적률매칭

학번: 2017-25847
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